COMPETITIVE GRADS
CNS grads have an average starting salary of $71,500 and a 100% employment rate.

INVESTED IN SUCCESS
Over $90,000 in scholarships have been awarded to construction science students in 2023.

NATIONALLY RECOGNIZED
Our students regularly place in national competitions, including the DBIA and TEXO student competitions.

CLOSE-KNIT COMMUNITY
The construction student organization is the center of CNS student life and offers frequent networking events with alumni and industry professionals.

CRITICALLY ENGAGED
CNS students regularly collaborate with Architecture and Interior Design students in team-based projects.

GIVING BACK
The Design+Build program gives students the opportunity to engage in a capital project from start to finish that benefits the community.

CONSTRUCTION SCIENCE PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
THE UNIVERSITY OF OKLAHOMA CHRISTOPHER C. GIBBS COLLEGE OF ARCHITECTURE
CNS.OU.EDU
BUILDING LEADERS

The vision of the Haskell & Irene Lemon Construction Science Division is: Through a diverse faculty and student population we will lead change and produce the next generation of leaders in construction. We will continue to be respected by the construction industry for high quality teaching, research, and service.

CNS.OU.EDU
CNS@OU.EDU
(405) 325-2444